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鳶葺:0罰� lDA HS621 

OWNER'S MANUAL 



Thank you for purcha吉inga Hond揖snowthrower. 

This manual covers the operation and maintenance of HONDA 
snowthrower: HS621 

AII information in this publicatiむnis based on the latest product information 
avail語bleat the time of a担provalfor printing. 

Honda Motor Co.，Ltd. reserves the right to make changes at any time 

without notice and without incurrin割問yobligati百円.
 

No part of this puおlicationmay be reproduced without written permission. 


This manual should be considered a permanent part of the詰狗岱wthrower
 
and should remain with the snowthrower if it is resold. 


Pay special attention to statements評recededby the following words: 


間出割出Indicatesa strong p綿織i政Yof seve陪� perso陥 1injury or 

death ifinstruc主ionsare no主followed. 

CAUTION: Indicates a possibiDty of personal injury or equipment 
damageifins電rl指針。n宕� arenot followed. 

NOTE: Gives helpful information抱� 

If a problem should arise， or汗� youhave any questions about your 
snowthrower，consult an authorized Honda dealer費

-躍 躍。P併� atin替をhise奇ui手men主requiresspecial effort to ensure the safety of 
主heoper穫量orand主hesafety of others.終eadand understand this Owner's 
M器開Jalbefore operating this equipment; failure to do so could 問� sultin 
personal injury or equipment damage. 
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1. SAFEγYINSγRυCTIONS 


間関溜問調
すoensure時� feoperation-
• Honda smowthrowers are designed to日ive safe and dependable 

翁erviceifoperated according to instructions. Read and understand this 
Owner' s Manual before operating the snowthrower. Failure to do so 
could result in personal injury or equipment damage. 

• Before operating the snowthrower，inspect the area in which you are 
going to clear snow. Remove debris and other obstacles the 
snowth叩 wermight stri主eor throw，部�  thatmay cause injury or 
damage to the snowthrower. 

• I持spectthe部時wthrowerbefore operatir言語� it.Repair any damage and 
correct any malfunction註eforeop前� ation. 
If you hit an obstacle while operatin苦� thesnowthrower，st印� the 
engine imm稔diately，and check for damage. Oama苦闘� equipmentmay 
increase the possibility of injury during operation. 

• 00 not use the snowthrower when visibility is poor. Under conditions 
of poor visibility，there is a greater ris批� ofstriking an obstacle or 
causin語injury. 

• Never u柿� thesnowthrower to clear snow from a gravel road or 
driveway，as rocks may be picked up and thrown. That may cause 
injury to bystanders有� 

¥ 
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-盟 国・Adjust the snow discharge chute to avoid hitting the operator， 
bystanders，windows，and other objects with ejected snow. Stay clear 
of the snow discharge chute while the engine is running. 

• Children and pets must be kept away from the area of operation to 
avoid injury from flying debris and contact with the snowthrower. 

• To avoid overturning，be careful when changing the direction of the 
snowthrower while operating it on a slope. 
00 not use the snowthrower to remove snow from roofs. The 
snowthrower may overturn on steep slopes if left unattended，causing 
injury to the operator or bystanders. 

• Know how to stop the snowthrower quickly， and understand the 
operation of all controls. 

• 	Never permit anyone to operate the snowthrower without proper 
instruction. If people or pets suddenly appear in front of the 
snowthrower while it is in operation，immediately release the auger 
and drive clutch levers to stop the snowthrower and avoid possible 
injury from rotating auger blades. 

• 	If the snow discharge chute becomes clogged，stop the engine and use 
a snow drop bar (equipped type) or a wooden stick to unclog it. Never 
put your hand into the snow discharge chute while the engine is 
running; serious personal injury could result. 

4 



固園盟国
・Gasoline is extremely flammable and is explosive under certain 
conditions. 
Do not smoke or allow flames or sparks in the area where the 
snowthrower is being refueled or where gasoline is stored. 
Refuel in a well-ventilated area with the engine stopped. 
Do not overfill the fuel tank，and make sure the filler cap is closed 
securely after refueling. 

• Never run the engine in an enclosed or confined area. Exhaust contains 
poisonous carbon monoxide gas; exposure can cause loss of 
consciousness and may lead to death. 

• The muffler becomes very hot during operation，and remains hot for a 
while after stopping the engine. Be careful not to touch the muffler 
while it is hot. Let the engine cool before storing the snowthrower 
indoors. 

• Always make a pre-operation check (pages 12 thru 14 ) before you 
start the engine. You may prevent an accident or equipment damage. 

NOTE: 

While operating the snowthrower，hold the handle firmly，walk and don't 

run. Wear suitable winter boots that resist slipping. 


5 
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CHUTE GUIDE HANDL歪� 

CHOKEK側OB 

OIL符LL霊RCAPA狗DDIPSTICK

事TA険T総司� G詞IP 
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3.CONTROLS 


Engine switch 

Use the engine switch to turn the ignition system ON for starting，and to 
STOP the engine. 

ン/� 

ENGINE SWITCH 

Fuelvalve 

FUELVALVE 

固園盟国� 
Before transporting the snowthrower，be sure to turn the fuel valve to 
OFF to prevent possible fuelleaks; spilled fuel or fuel vapor may ignite. 

8 



Choke註nob
 

Close the choke when the engine is cold or difficult to start. 


Starter grip 


Pull this grip to start the engine. 


sτARτ韮怠程RIP 
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Chute guide 

Angle 
To adjust the snow discharge angle，move the chute guide handle up or 
down 

RAEE
制
問nu

制
問

A
HW0・L

、
、，

'『、、 、、� 

CHUTEGUIDE 
HANDLE 

Direction 

To adjust the discharge direction，move the chute guide handle right or left. 


CHUTEGUIDE 
HANDLE 
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Auger cluまchIever 

When the clutch lever is squeezedず� thesnowthrowing mechanism is put 
into operation，and the snowthrower moves forward. 

OPERATES 

AUGER ClUTCH LEVER 

NOTE: 

Never squeeze the auger clutch on cleared ground; the snowthrower will 

start suddenly. 
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4.PRE-OPERATION CHECK 


Check the snowthrower on level ground with the engine stopped. 

園園理� D 
To prevent accidental start-up， turn the engine switch OFF， and 
disconnect the spark plug cap before performing the pre-operation 
inspection. 

Fuellevel 

Inspection 

Unscrew the fuel cap目� Checkthe fuellevel. 


FUEL TANK CAPACITY: 1.25 s(0.330 US gal，0.275 Imp gaJ) 

UPPER LEVEL 

Use automotive gasoline (Unleaded or lowleaded is preferred to minimize 

combustion chamber deposits). 

FOR NEW SOUTH WALES ONL Y 

Use unleaded fuel with a research octane number of 91 or higher. 


Never use an oil/gasoline mixture or dirty gasoline. Avoid getting dirt，dust 

or water in the fuel tank. 

After refueling，be sure to tighten the fuel tank cap firmly 
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慰留盟国� 
• Gasoli糊� is extremely flamm謹ble 昌nd is explosive under ce抗告in 
cond詫ゐns. 

• Refuel in a welιventilated星間謹 withthe engine stopped. 
00 not smoke or allow flames or sparks in the area where the engine is 
refueled or where g.器solineis stored. 

• 00 not overfill the fuel tank Ithere should基eno fuel in総括� fillerneckl. 
After refueling，make sure the tank cap is closed properly and securely. 

• Be caretul not to s容器Ifuelwhen時� fueling.Spilled fuel or fuel vapor may 
ig泌総.If any fuel is sがlIed，make sure the area is dry befo問� startingthe 
engine. 

• Avoid repeated or prolonged contact with s主inor breathing of vapor. 
災をEPOUTO芋R歪ACHOFC阿ILOR霊N. 

CAUTION: 

Oon't let snow get in the fuel泌総.Water 泌総efuel system c揖抗� cause
 
stalling and difficult starting. 


GASOllN歪SCONTAINING ALCOHOL 


If you decide to use a gasoline containing alcohol (gasohol)，be sure it'翁
 

octane rating陪� atleast as hi詔has that recommended by Honda. There a持
 

two types of "gasohol"; one containing ethanol，and the other containing 
methanol. 00 n ethanol%ontainsmore than 10 むot use gasohol that ‘。。� 
not use gasoline containing methanol (methyl or wood alcoholl that does 
not also contain cosolvents and corrosion inhibitors for methanol“Never 
use gasoline containi川9more than 5 % methanol，even if註hascosolvents 
器ndcorrosion inhibitors. 

NOTE; 
• Fuel system damage or engine performance problems resultin詰fromthe 
use of fuels that contain alcohol is not covered und母rthe warranty. 
Honda cannot endorse the use of fuels containin程� methanol since 
evidence of their suitability is as yet incomplete. 

• Before buying fuel from an unfamiliar station，try to find out if the fuel 
contains alcohol，if it does，confirm the type and percentage of alcohol 
used.持younotice謹nyundesirable operating symptoms while usin宮� a 
gasoline that contains alcohol，or one that you think contains alcohol， 
switchto語gasolinethat you know does not c併をtainalcohol. 

13 




En聾ineoillevel 

Inspeetion 
With the snowthrower on a level surface，remove the oil fil知械pand 
wipe the dipstick clean. In8ert the dipstick into the filler neck，but do not 
配� rewit in. Fぬmovethe dipstick and check the oillevel. 
1ft加。illevelis low，fill to the upper level mark with the recommended oil. 

OIL剖� LLERCAPA対� DDIPSす� ICK 惨

正 ?
組側斗野一一一一

υpp正民主� EV韮主

QUANTITV SPECIFIξD: 0.6且!O.諮りSqt，0.5 1m持寄り� 

RECOMM主NDEDOIL: 

Use high detergent，premium quality motor oil certified to meet or exceed 

U.S盗� automobilem諮問Jfactur郎，� requirements for API Service Classification 

SG， SF/CC， CD !Motor oils classified SG， SF/CC， CD will 8how this 

designation on the container.) 

Select the appropriate oil viscosity for the治vera苦etemperature in your 

area，a暗� showni持thechart above. SAξ fNV叩30is recommended for general， 

alトtemperatureuse. 


CAUTIO対:
・伽聾，ineoil is a major faetor affecting engine評erformanceand service 
Ilf札� Nondet前 gentoils and 急strokeengine oils are not recommended 
because of Inadequate lubricating properties 

• Running the側� gi憎� withinsufficient oil can cause serious engine 
damage. 

14 
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5 STARTING THE ENGII¥lE事� 

間関盟理語� 
Never run the engine in an enclosed or confined area. Exhaust contains 
poisonous carbon monoxide gas; exposure can cause loss of 
∞nsciousness and may leadをodeath. 

1.τυrnthe fuel valve to the ON position務� 

Be sure that the drain knob is tightened securely. 

FUELVALVE 

。RAINKNO隠� 

2. In cold weather and when the engine is cold，move the choke to the 
CLOSEpos註ion. 

CHOKEKI様。語� 
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3.τurn the engine switch to the ON position. 


軽減草拠隠正 swrrcH 

4.Pul住thestarter君ri静li詩htlyuntil you feel resistance，then pull briskly. 

CAUTION:
・Donot allow the starter grip to snap bac主againstthe en雪ine.Return it 
gently to prevent damage to the starter. 

o Dama書emay resu投� ifthe starter grip is puUed while the engine is 
ru路ning.

撃す� AR'τE防� GRIP 
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5. Let the engine warm up for事everalminutes誕百� thech自主eh器sbeen pulled 
to the CLOSE positio民間shit gradually to the OP間関sitionas the 
engme warms up. 

む制OKEK対日8

、コパ//
 

High altitude operation 

At high altitude， the standard carburetor aiトfuel mixture will be 
excessively rich Performancewill decrease，and fuel consum同ionwill 闘� 

Increase. 

High altitude performance can be improved by installing a部 nallerdiameter 

main fuel jet in the carbu時� torand readjusting the担il白tscrew.1fyou always 

operate the snowthrower at altitudes higher than 1，830 m (6.000 feet) 

above sea level， have your authorized Honda dealer perform these 

carburetor modifications. 

Even with suitable carburetor jetting，engine horsepower will d総� re昌seap 

proximately 3.5 % for each 305 m (1.0∞foot) increase in altitude. The af-
fect of the altitude on horsepower will be宮reaterthan th is，if noωrburetor 

modification is made. 


CAUτION: 

Operation 01 the snowthrower at an altitude lower than the caruburetor 

is jetted 10r，may result in reduced per10rmance，overl袖� ating，and純� rious
 
engine damage caused by an exc附� sivelylean air仔uelmixture‘ 
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6. SNOWTHROWER OPERATION 


). pectthe scraper (page 28 君1.ln

国盟翠盤� 
Before adjusting治escraper position.初制陪�  tosto担 theengine加� d
 
removethes評ark静lu聾$書pfromthes評議泳� plug.
 

NOTE: 

If the scraper are deformed or improperly adjusted，the snowthrower will 

not clear the snow evenly. 


2. Start the engine according to the proむeduresdescribed in page 15 . 

E冨翠置� 
Before operating this e号uipmen主youshould read and understand the 
SAFETY INSTRUCTIO純Sonpage 3.4 後鈴d 5 . 

3. Adjust the snow discharge chut記 guideacc母rdingto the discharge an吉le 
and distance as required. 

4. When you squ側� zethe auger clutch lever with your hand，th母� snow-
throwing mechanism will commence operation. When you rel側関�  auger 
clutch lever，it will sto担・

AUGER CLUTCH LEVER 

¥¥ト 

---"ω 
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5. The snowthrower will move forward昌slong as t加� augercontacts the 
ground. To stop，push down on the handle to pivot the auger up語nd 
away from the ground，or release the auger clutch lever. 

NOTE: 

Make sure that the auger clutch lever is functioning correctly. If not，stop 

the engine and readjust the auger clutch cable. 


Clearing snow 
For best efficiency. clear宰nowbefore it me註s，refreez儲� andhardens. 
Do not reduce engine speed while ejecting snow建� Observethe following 
to cl問� rhard or deep snow. 
Start the snowthrowing operation only after the engine has warmed up 
語ndis running smoothly. 
When you are ope悶Itingthe snowthrower over bumpy ground，push 
down on the handle to raise the snowthrowing mechanism above ground 
level. 
Whenthe tem問� ratureis泌総，� and the snow 1器� wetand heavy，operate 
at redu記edspeed 

SLOWLγ 

‘蝿� 

Walk the snowthrow併� slowlyto remove hard or deep snow. Push 
handle down and forward for addltional trぉtion器材� overlape語chswath 
If necessary. 

19 




terthan the height of the snow-告tof the snow is gre，め. When the hei 
throwing mechanism，push the snowthrower back and forth to remove 
snowgr謹dually.

置醤歯車譲� 
• Adjust the snow di穆chargechute to avoid hittin窃� theoperator， 
bystanders，window私� andother objects with thrown snow. Stay clear 
of the snow di錦 地勾echute while the engine is running綱� 

• If the snow discharge chute becomes clogged，stop the engine and use 
a snow d悶静� bar(equipped type) or a wooden stick to unclog it. Never 
put your hand into the snow discharge chute while the engine is 
running;怨eriouspe nalinjury could result. 問。

20 




7. SγOPPING THE ENGINE 


To STOP the engine in an emergency，turn the engine switch OFF 

immediately. 

To stop the engine in normal circumstances: 


1. Turn the engine switch to the OFF position均� 

EN自INESWITCH 

2. Turn the fuel valve to the OFF position. 

FUELVALVE 

21 



8.MAINτENANC忘� 

Periodic inspection and maintenance w iU help extend the service life of 
your snowthrower while keepin習itin the best 0持eratingcondition. Ins担ect 
or service as described on the next持age.

阻畑出国� 
• Shut off the engine before詳軒forminginspection and maintenance. and 
disconnect the spar主plugwire from the plug so the engine cannot be 
star主ed. 

• If the engine must be run. m総� esure the area is weU噌� enti縦訓欄� 

Exhaust gas contains poisonous carbon monoxid斜側posure儲� ncause 
loss of consciousn側� sand may lead to d腕� th. 

CAUTIO総:� 

• To avoid overturning. p翰cethe snowthrower on a level surface before 
performing inspection and maintenance. 

・Useonly genuine HONDA parts or their equivalent. 
終的lacementparts which are not of equivalent寄附litymay damage the 
snowthrower. 

22 




Maintenance schedule 

よ「く竺口� FIRST20 EVERYYEAR EVERY 

EACH USE HOURS BEFQRE I BEFQRE 5YEARS 

QPERATION QPERATIQNISTQRAGE 

Engine oil Check level O 
Change O O 

Auger andblower Check O O 
rubber Chan日巴 。11)(2) 

Scr目� p白� rbl日� de Check O 
Change 。11) 

Spark plug Clean-Readjust O 
Bolts，nuts，fasteners Check O 
Augerclutch c日� ble Check-Readjust 0(1) 

Orive belt I Check O 
Readjustorchange 0(1)(2) 

Fuelstrainer cup Clean O 
(sediment cup) 

Fueltankandcarburetor Orain O 
Apply叫� forlubrication O 
andrust prevention 

Fu白� llin白� Check (Replace Every 2 ye日� rs (2) 

if necessary) 

Valve clearance Check-Readjust 0(1)(2) 

Fueltank Clean I0(1)(2) 

NOTE: (1lThese parts may require morefrequent inspe町旧nand replacement under heavy use 

(2)Thesen:ems should be serviced by an authorized Honda dealer，unless the owner has the 
proper tool5 and is mechanically proficient. See the Honda Shop Manual for service 

informat旧n 
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En轄ineoilchange 

If the engine oil is dirty，engine wear will occur more rapidly. Change the oil 
at designated intervals. Maintain the oil atthe proper level. 

OIL CHANGE INTERVAL: Every year，bef口reoperation. 
RECOMMENDED OIL: Use oil of API service classification SG，SF/CC. CD， 

SAE SYI/明30. 
QUANTITY SPECIFIED: 0.6 s (0.6υS qt ，0.5 Imp qt) 

How to change theoil: 
1. Removethe oilfiller gauge and the drain bolt. 

Drain the oil while the engine is still warm，to assu陀� rapidand complete 
日制drainin 

2. Installthe dr割inbolt securelγ. 

upp芭RLEVEL 

CAUTION: 

If you d問� inthe oilimmediately after stop評ingthe engine，its temperature 

willbe high and maycause burns. 


3FiIIwitれnewoil up to the upper level. (ln ch語ckln司th号� oillevel with the肇� 

。iIfillergau器e，do nots記rewthe容augein.1 
4.After replacin詰theoil，sec討r器Iytighten the 011filler gauge. 

CAUすION: 
Used motor oil may cause s註inむancerif陀� peatedlyleft in contact with 
the s註infor prolon脅edp制・iods.Althoughthis is unlikely unless you handle 

advisable to thoroughly wash your 11 凶it is，is榔used oil on a daily b
hands with s楠� pandwater制� 500n制問問ibleafter handling u5ed oil. 

NOTE: 
Ple語sedi5P白5eof used motor oil in a manner that is compatlble wlth the 
environment. We制骨gestyou take It in a sealed container to your local 
serviωstaion for recycling. Do not throw In the trash or pour It onto the 
ground. 

25 



宰park評lug-cleaningand adjustment 

す陶器開派手lugmust be periodically cleaned and剖Ijustedto provide開� liable 
i翠n詫ion. 

INTERVALATV紺� ICHTHE SPARK PLUG MUST BE CLEA問。:� 
Every year before 0担eration置� 

CLEANING PROC正DURE:

間間関瑚� 
Ifthe engine has been running. the muffler will be very hot. Be careful not 
to touch the muffler while it is hot. 

To ensure proper engine operation. the spark plug must be properly 
翠appedand free of deposits 

1.1宅emovethe sparlくplugcover then remove the spark plug cap. 
2. Clean any dirt from around the spark plug base. 
3.υ5ethe wrench 5U手pliedin the tool kit to remove the spark plug. 
4.lnspect the s吾首kplug. Discard it if the electrodes are worn or if the 

insu[畠toris craclくedor chipped. If it is to be reused. clean the electrode 
袋持dinsulator with呈wirebrush. 

SPARK PLUG COVER SPAI寄託� PLUGW除霊剣CH

ポト」伝九九� 
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5. Measure the plug gap with a feeler習auge. 
Correct as neces宰arybyむendingthe side eleむtrod札� 

τhe gap shouldむe: 
0.70-0.80 mm  (0.028-0.031 in) 

ST ANDARD PLUG: BPR5豆S(NGK)， 

W16EPR綱引NIPPONDENSO} 

0.70-0.80 mm  (0.028-0.031 I同� 

6. Make sure that the spark plug washer is in good condition and thread the 
spark plug in by hand to prevent crossthreadiηg.繍� 

7. After the spak plug is seated，tighten with a spark plug wrench to 
compress the washer. 

NOTE: 

If installing a new spark plug，tighten 1/2turn after th日sparkplug seats to 

compress the washer. If reinstalling a used spark plug，tighten 1/8 to 1/4 

turn after the sparlくplugseats. 


CAUτION: 

• Use only the recommended spark plugs or equivalent plugs圃� Spark 
plugs which have an improper heat range m踊ycause engine damage. 

• The spark plug must be securely tightened. An improperly tightened 
sp町� k担lugcan become very hot and may damage the engine. 

27 
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Scraper 


If the scraper is deformed or improperly adjusted，the snowthrower will 

not clear the snow evenly. 

REPLACEMENT INTERVAL: 

Replace the scraper every 5 year，or whenever the auger rubbers are 

replaced. Replace the scraper also if it becomes too deformed to clear the 

snow evenly. 


-盟国  
To prevent accidental starting，turn the engine switch to the OFF position 
and disconnect the spark plug cap. 

Inspection 
1. Place the snowthrower on a level ground 
2. Measure the thickness of the scraper. 

Replace the scraper if its thickness is less than: 
2 mm  (0.079 in) 

3. Measure the auger rubber-to-ground clearance. It should be: 
0-2mm (0ー� 0.079in) 
Ifthe clearance is out of the specification，adjust the scraper. (P. 29 ) 

28 




Adju事tment 
1. Check the auger rubber-to・groundclearance. It should be: 。-2mm (0-0.079in) 
If the clearance is out of the specification，turn the engine switch 01f， 
drain the fuel tank，and lift the handle so that the au翠erhousing faces 
down. 

臨調富岡� 
• Gasoline is extremely flammable and is ex担losive under certain 
conditions. 

• Spilled fuel or fuel vapor may ignite. If any fuel is spilled，make sure the 
area is dry before s士artin日theen謹ine. 

2‘Loosen the four self-Iocking nuts and low軒� thescraper blade fully‘ 

3. Adjust the auger rubber-to;Jround clearance主yrotating the ho制ers弓� 

Correct clearance: 0-2 mm (0…0.079in) 

NOT在:� 
Be sure that all holders are set in the same direction. 
The blade is set atits lowest持ositionwhen the holders are installed with 
the three holes facing u孔� 

SELF.lO宮沢� INGおミJT 

HOLES 

を10lDER 
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4.Ti宮htenthe self-Iockin日nutsseむurelywhile holding the blade firmly 
against the holders. 

NOTE: 
Be sure that there is no clearance between the scraper and ground when 
the snowthrower is幹lacedon the ground，then tightenまhenuts. 
Replace the scraper if the au告erruむ詰er-toゐgroundclearance is out of 
specification when the hold師事� areinatalled with the three hol総� facing 
up. 

Replacement 
The scraper must be replaced if it is worn abnormally or the service limit is 
exceeded. 
1. Turn the engine switch off and drain the fuel tank. 
2.Lift the handle so that the auger housing faces down. 
3. Remove the four self-Ioc註ingnuts，holders and collars from the scraper， 

and remove the scraper. 
4.lnatall a new scraper into the auger housing securely. 
5.lnstall the selト蜘kingnuts，∞Ilars and holders，then ti脅htenthe self-

locking nuts securely. 

NOTE: 
Check that all holders器開�  installedin the same direction. 

Be sure that there is no clearance between the sむraperand ground when 

the snowthrower is placed on the ground，and that the auger rubber-to 

ground clearance is correct，then tighten the self珊 lockingnuts. 

Correct clearance: 0…2 mm (0-0.079in) 


HOlD霊祭

也� OLT SCRAP~R S~LF胤lOCKINGNUT 
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Bolts，nuts，fasteners，and剛容erand blower rubber凋� rts 

Check the following軒。intsto ensure safe，reliable operation everγyear 
before operation. 

Nuts，bolts and screws: Check to see th昌tthey are tight. 
Snowthrowing component器:Check to see that the rubber parts of the 
auger and auger housIng guard are in goodむondition.
持thereare any problems，see your authorized HONDA dealer. 

/フ
バ7'� 

TIGHTE蕗� HANDlE 
Iright and 10ft) 

制� bb&rpar恒� Qf
儲eauger and揺� QW智
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Au宰宙開むber 

When the開始官界artsof the auger wear out， the snowthrower's 

efficiency will declin邑andIt will cease to move ahead. 

REPLACEMξNT INTERVAL:在very5 years. or when the machine ceases 

to move forward or its snowthrowlng efficiencv declines‘ 


Inspection 

Measure the di51ance between the auger rubber and au羽erassembly and 

the di51ance between the blower rubber and auger assembly 51 the center 

of the auger rubber and blower rubber respectively. 

The rubbers must be replaced，ifthe distance is less than: 

15 mm (0.6 in) 

Consu註yourauthorized Honda dealer. 


BLOWE民� 
RUB隠E終� 

AUGER 
RU隠蜂鹿実
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Auger clutchぬver 

Inspection: 
1. For the auger brake to operate pro持erlγ，there should be free play in the 
auger clutch cable with the器ugerむlutch 丹器etithe"OFF" position. 

2.Check the free play at the tip of the clutch lever寮� 

3.Free play at the tip of the lever should be: 
15-35 mm (0.6-1.4 in) 

4. Adjustment is n告cessaryif the free play is excessive or the cable is too 
). taut (page 34 


AUG軽終� ClUTC純� LEV藍隷� 
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Adjustment: 
1. Lo白senthe belt cover bolts and remove総務� beltcover釜� 

BELTCOVER 

自藍LTCOVE食器OLT器� 

2.Pull the cable boot ゅ.� 
3. Note the holes in the adjustin習持latewhere the belt tension spring and 

caむleend are hookedlinserted建� 

4. Disconnect the cable end from the clutch lever with care not to bend the 
clutch cable. 

AUGE沼CLUTCHLEVER 

¥ 
¥--

AUGER CLUTCH CABLE 

AOJUSTING PLATE 
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5. Adjust au君erclutch lever free plaγby hookin部thebelt tension spring and 
lor clutむね� cable into the other holes in the adjusting plate. 

Move the spring and cable closer together to reduce free play，or farther 
apa代� toincrease free play. 

6. Connect the upper cable end to the clutch lever，and check clutch lever 

7. Pull the boot down over the adjusting plate after free play is correctly 
adjusted. 

AUGER CLUTCH CA器LE 

CABL葺縫OOT 

necessaryifReadjust ). layagain {see page 33 狩free ・� 

BEL T TENS!ON SPR!NG 
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Drive belt 

CAUTlON: 

If the snow dischar慧e 静erformance drops while operaまing the 

snowthrow樹 .or if it is often clogged with snow. the belt slippage can be 

袋詰spected.Perform the followin羽inspections.
 

Turn the engine switch OFF and disconnect the spark p!ug wire befo問
 

inspection. Drain the fue! tank and turn the fuel valve to“OFF". 


Inspection: 

Check the auger clutch開� blefree play before chec主ingtheむelt.

汽eferto AUGER CLUτC争iCABLξINSP王CTIONlADJUSτM正NTand adjust 

the free play properly. ifthe free play is out of: 

15…35 mm  10.6-1.4 inl 


1. Loosen tha belt cover bolt and remova the balt cover. 

DRIVE除ELT

BELTCOVER

て� 
BELTCOV霊詫罫� 0.τ 
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2. With auger clutch lever free 拘� ycorrectly adjusted，pull the clutch lever 
all the way back against the handlebar，and measure length "A" of the 
belt tension spring. Sprin容length"A" must be at least 30 mm  (1.18 in) to 
ensure pr母perbelt tension and auger operation. 

野springlength "A" is less than 30 mm  (1.18 in)，take the snowthrower 
to an authorized十londasnowthrower dealer for belt adjustment or 
replacement. 

3. Pull the boot down over the adjusting plate after free pl器yis correctly 
adju宰ted. 

CLUτC純CABLE 

BELTTE潟SIO純SPRING 
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9.STORAGE 


Before storing the snowthrower for an拙� tendedperiod: 

1. Be sure the stora器earea is free of excessive humidity and dust. 
2. Drain the fuel. 

問問題悶� 
• Gasoline is extremely flammable and結� plosiveund釘� certainconditions. 
Do not smoke or allow flames or sparks in the area. 

• Do not drain the fuel tank when the exhaust sysぬmis hot. 

a昼� Turnthe fuel valve ON. 
b. Loosen the carburetor drain knob. and drain the gasoline into a suitable 
∞ntainer. A fter draining，retighten the drain知� oband turn the fuel valve 
OFF. 

c. Remove，empty and clean the fuel strainer cup. 
dInstallthe f世elstrainer cu担andtighten se号urely‘咽� 

PACKI縦G 
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3. Remove the sp器rkplug and pour three tablespoons of cl告anmotor oil 
into the cylind併ー� Pullthe starter grip slowly two or thre告� timesto 
distance the oil‘ 

災:einstaJIthe宕parkplug. 

、
、� 

SP桑終耗� p主UGCOVER 

4. PuJl the starter gri戸 untilresistance is felt. This closes the valves and 
protects the engine from internal corrosion. 

STARTER GRIP 
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Folding the handle 

The handle can be folded to save storage space. 
1. Adjust the chute to face straight ahead and raise the chuter 9叫� idehandle. 
2. Loosen the bolts of the handle joints. 
3. Fold the handle forwardMa註esure that you don't tangle the auger 量� 

clutch cable on the Iower part of the h語ndle. 
4. Lower the chuter guide handl払� 

Co謹t areas that may rust with a light film of oil. Cover the 
SNOWT楠� OW部� andstore it on a level surf日� cein a dry，dust-free area. 

CAUTION: 
・Donot store the snowthrower in any抑事� itionother than horizon総� 

it is stored vertically or hu白書� bythe handle. oil may 路線�  Intothe 
combustion ch語� mberof the engine. This wi露� causetrouble In starting 
the following winter. 

• Do not get any oil on the rubber parts of電heauger; oil will damage the 
rubber. 
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10. TROUBL底SHOOTING 

Whentheen百inewill not start: 

1.ls there enough fuel? 
2. Is the fuel valve on? 
3.ls gasoline reaching the carburetor? 
To check，loosen the drair主主nobwlth the fuel valve on. Fuel should flow 
freeJy 

間関盟国� 
If any fueJ is spilled，make sure the area is dry before testing the spar註� 

plug町� S主artingthe engine. Spilled fuel or fuel vapor may ig川t札� 

4.ls the engine swltch on? 
5. Is there a spark at the spark pJug? 
a. Remove the spar主plugcap. Clean any dirt from around the spark担lug 

base，then remove the spark plug. 
b. Install the spark plug in the plug cap‘ 

c. T urn the engin日switchon. 
d. Ground the side electrode at any engine gronud and crank the engine 

to see if sparks jump across the gap‘ 

ι持thereare no sparks，repJace the持lu脅・
詰s手arksoccur，try to start the en習ine自ccordingto the instructions. 

6.lfthe engine still does not 51art，t君主ethe snowthrower to an authorized 
Honda dealer‘ 

Operating problems 

• 	Snowthrowing performance is 
extremely poor. 

.Ordinary snow get5 easily Auger clutch cable adjustment 
clogged in the machine. (Take the snowthrower to an 

.τhe engine does not sto担� when authorized Honda dealer) 
the au容erstops after gettin吾� j 

51uck in the snow. 

• 	Snow is notcleared evenly司一一…………ゅScrapercheck (page 28) 

.τhe chute i器� hardto move or Disassembly and clean the 
will not move at all. chute 

Apply grease 
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THE ASBESTOS PRODUCTS (SAFETYJ R霊GυLATION1985 

SOME OR ALL of The Fo//owi噌� The Fo//owing 舟抑制tions Must Be 

Components May Contain Taken When Rep/aaわ'g These Com-
ASBESTOS. ponents. 

嘩島問主� ePads..................……....…“"“一一� Usevacuumc抱� anerto prevent spread of 

dust.・Bra加� S加栂…� a………………………....� u却� vacuumcleaner知� prev朋� tspread of 
dust.・Gaskets，Pac主in習� orInsulator ....…・一一 00not bend or break into small pIeces. ・ClutchOiscs..・...……………………・…� Donot break into small pieces. 

• High T ension Plu自� Caps.山山山.................� 00 not break into small piece払
 

• Muffler Assy…………・山田・H・・-…� 00not separate or sev樹.�  

• Noise Suppressor Assy . ..・"岡山・山・山 or sever. ......
M

Do not separate 

NOTE: Obey locallaws and regulations. 
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11. SP綜CIFICATIONS 

T'ype Honda snowthrower HS621 

F'ower produ税制舵均詞on凶� deI SZAN 

Engine 

M吋� el HONDAGX 160K1 

M蹴� ImumQ悦� put 6 HPI4，OOO rpm 
DIsplacement cu-Inl.9(9，. 163 cπ 

Bore x ~診troke 邑8x45mm(2.7x 1.81nl 

Startlng method Recoil starをer 

Ignltlon system T目� nsistorizedmagneto 

011 capa印切� 0.6 a (0.6 US qt ，0.5 Imp qt) 
Fuel tank capacitγ 1，10.330 US 90阜1.25 1)0.275 Imp 90 

Spark plug BPR5ES INGKI，w16在PR心� (NIPPONDENSOI 

Frame 

Overalllenght 1，230 mm (48.4 inl 

Overall width 570 mm (224 Inl 

Overall helght 980 mm (38.6 Inl 

Drywei告批� 43.5 kg (95.9 Ibsl 

Wldthof象� nowcl鵠� rance 

一万$n2G!号Whtthorofw鮪� InO童W謡C訴捨a密nc航e時� (dt賢官さ� 

accord加草加栴� ekind 01釦。� wl 

522 mm (20.6 inl 

323 mm (12.7 Inl 

Max. 10m (328 ftl 

Clearlng capac註γ� 

Continuous operatin習を� lme 

33Tonl封。� ur 

1.4hours 

NOTE:Specific百tionsare subject to change without no鋭部ー� 
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